Analytic Excited State Gradients for the QM/MM Polarizable Embedded Second-Order Algebraic Diagrammatic Construction for the Polarization Propagator PE-ADC(2).
An implementation of a QM/MM embedding in a polarizable environment is presented for second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory, MP2, for ground state energies and molecular gradients and for the second-order Algebraic Diagrammatic Construction, ADC(2), for excitation energies and excited state molecular gradients. In this implementation of PE-MP2 and PE-ADC(2), the polarizable embedded Hartree-Fock wave function is used as uncorrelated reference state. The polarization-correlation cross terms for the ground and excited states are included in this model via an approximate coupling density. A Lagrangian formulation is used to derive the relaxed electron densities and molecular gradients. The resolution-of-the-identity approximation speeds up the calculation of four-index electron repulsion integrals in the molecular orbital basis. As a first application, the method is used to study the photophysical properties of host-guest complexes where the accuracy and weaknesses of the model are also critically examined. It is demonstrated that the ground state geometries of the full quantum mechanical calculation for the supermolecule can be well reproduced. For excited state geometries, the deviations from the supermolecular calculation are slightly larger, but still the environment effects are captured qualitatively correctly, and energy gaps between the ground and excited states are obtained with sufficient accuracy.